
Truth in Taxation Summary

Tax Year 2014 Mills County City of Mullin
Goldthwaite 

CISD
Mullin ISD Priddy ISD

Adopted Tax Rate .7286/$100 .1584/$100 1.05387/$100 1.04/$100 1.0927/$100

M&O Tax Rate .6891/$100 .1584/$100 .9089/$100 1.04/$100 1.04/$100

I&S Tax Rate .0395/$100 -0- .14497/$100 -0- .0527/$100

Effective Tax Rate 0.69045/$100 0.14673052/$100 1.01836/$100 1.11608/$100 1.08474/$100

Effective M&O Rate 0.69045885/$100 0.14676052/$100 .86890/$100 1.11608/$100 1.02238/$100

Rollback Tax Rate 0.77627849/$100 0.15847543/$100 .90890/$100 1.0401/$100 1.0400/$100

Tax Year 2013 Mills County City of Mullin
Goldthwaite 

ISD
Mullin ISD Priddy ISD Star ISD

Adopted Tax Rate .7362/$100 .1506908/$100 1.3063/$100 1.04/$100 1.0927/$100 .8967/$100

M&O Tax Rate .5767/$100 .1506908/$100 1.04/$100 1.04/$100 1.04/$100 .8967/$100

I&S Tax Rate .0471/$100 -0- .2663/$100 -0- .0527/$100 -0-

Effective Tax Rate 0.7165/$100 0.139529/$100 1.108516/$100 1.0265/$100 1.05413/$100 0.85838/$100

Effective M&O Rate 0.7165/$100 0.139529/$100 1.1085158/$100 1.0265/$100 1.05413/$100 0.85838/$100

Rollback Tax Rate 0.7725/$100 0.150691/$100 1.313327/$100 1.0401/$100 1.448599/$100 0.8967

Tax Year 2012 Mills County City of Mullin
Goldthwaite 

ISD
Mullin ISD Priddy ISD Star ISD

Adopted Tax Rate .7351/$100 0.135807/$100 1.11528/$100 1.01829/$100 1.0927/$100 1.03374/$100

M&O Tax Rate .68910/$100 0.135807/$100 1.04/$100 1.01829/$100 1.04/$100 1.03374/$100

Debt Tax Rate .046/$100 -0- 0.07528/$100 -0- 0.0527/$100 -0-

Effective Tax Rate .7001/$100 0.135807/$100 1.084/$100 0.9783/$100 1.0053/$100 0.9937/$100

Effective M&O Rate .5493/$100 0.135807/$100 1.084/$100 0.9783/$100 1.0053/$100 0.9937/$100

Rollback Tax Rate .7549/$100 0.135807/$100 1.1173/$100 1.01829/$100 1.0504/$100 1.03374/$100

The County is providing this table of property tax rate information as a service to the residents of the county.

Each individual taxing unit is responsible for calculating the property tax rates listed in this table pertaining

to that taxing unit and providing that information to the county.

The adopted tax rate  is the tax rate adopted by the governing body of a taxing unit.

The maintenance and operations rate  is the component of the adopted tax rate of a taxing unit that will

impose the amount of taxes needed to fund maintenance and operation expenditures of the unit for the

following year.

The debt rate  is the component of the adopted tax rate of a taxing unit that will impose the amount of taxes

needed to fund the unit's debt service for the following year.

The effective tax rate  is the tax rate that would generate the same amount of revenue in the current tax

year as was generated by a taxing unit's adopted tax rate in the preceding tax year from property that is

taxable in both the current tax year and the preceding tax year.

The effective maintenance and operations rate  is the tax rate that would generate the same amount of

revenue for maintenance and operations in the current tax year as was generated by a taxing unit's

maintenance and operations rateinthe preceding tax year from the property that is taxable in both the

current year and the preceding tax year.



Truth in Taxation Summary

The rollback tax rate  is the highest rate a taxing unit may adopt before requiring voter approval at an

election.  In the case of a taxing unit other than a school district, the voters by petition may require

that a rollback election be held if the unit adopts a tax ratein excess of the unit's rollback tax rate.  In the

case of a school district, an election will automatically be held in the district wishes to adopt a tax rate in

excess of the district's rollback tax rate.


